
INVASIVE team members may use 2 hands to scoop their food, but NATIVE team
members must only use 1 hand.  
The NATIVE team loses one member after all team members have had a turn. 
Then, you play again until all NATIVE team members are out.
INVASIVE team members can continue to play even if they don’t have an opponent.

To Start: Divide your group into larger kids and smaller kids. The group with the larger
kids will be the “NON-NATIVE” (or “INVASIVE”) species team, while the group with the
smaller kids will be the “NATIVE” species team.

Item Placement: 1 bucket (filled with bird seed or corn) will be placed between teams
at a starting line. The other 2 buckets placed a short distance away, with one bucket
labeled INVASIVE and the other labeled NATIVE.

The Goal: To move food from the starting line (1 bucket) to the 2 labeled buckets, with
the objective to have the most food in your team bucket. INVASIVE team members
move food only to their bucket. NATIVE team members move food only to their bucket. 

To Play: Begin each round with 1 “INVASIVE” and 1 “NATIVE” representative. At “Go”,
both team representatives try to move as much food as they can from the main bucket
to their team bucket within 30 seconds.Then, the next team representatives
subsequently take their turns until all team members on both sides have had a turn.
Safety note: students should walk, not run.

IMPORTANT GAME NOTES:

Hungry Pests
An outdoor activity demonstrating the competition between invasive

species and native species for food

Items Needed: 3 Buckets, Food (Bird Seed or Corn)

More than likely it was the INVASIVE team that had the most food in their bucket at the end, as their
advantages (larger size, bigger hands, etc.) helped them win this race. 

What this exercise demonstrates to us is size, among other things, can be advantageous to many invasives
and allow them to outcompete, or have an advantage over, our native species. Additionally, the loss of natives
shows us how invasives can prey upon natives or cause them to leave the area. 
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Which team had the most food in their bucket? Why?
What are other characteristics that allow any introduced species to become an invasive species?
What do you predict will happen to this habitat if the invasive species population continues to grow?
What can you do to help prevent the introduction of invasive species?

Questions: 

Educator notes:

Additional resources and information: https://gaafs.org/aquatic-nuisance-species/


